
 

 

 

 

 

 

Android Botnet: What URLs are telling us
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Botnets have traditionally been seen as a threat to personal computers, however recent shift to mobile platform resulted in a wave of new and mobile botnets. Due to 
the popularity, Android mobile OS became the most targeted platform. In spite of rising numbers, there is a significant gap in understanding a nature of mobile botnets 
and their communication characteristics. In this work,  we propose to address this gap and offer a deep analysis of Command and Control (C&C) and build-in URLs of 
Android botnets detected in the wild since the first appearance of Android platform. Through comprehensive static analysis and visualization we uncover relationships 
between the majority of the analyzed botnet families and offer an insight into each malicious infrastructure. As a part of this study we compile and offer to research 
community a dataset containing 1645 samples and representing 10 Android botnet families.

ABSTRACT

Resource sharing among botnet families 

C&C Address Obfuscation

Detection of botnet samples

What is Mobile Botnet?
✔ Malware goes mobile
✔ More phones, means 
✔ more targets & attacks
✔ More vector attacks 
(SMS/MMS, Bluetooth, 
Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, etc)

 Botnet = roBOT NETwork

 
Collection of compromised
Mobile devices (called 
iBots) which  are controlled 
remotely by a BotMaster 
through the C&C server

Fig 1: Mobile botnet architecture Fig 2: Smartphones shipping 2011-2015 Fig 3: Mobile users based on OS  
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Fig 4: Research Framework

To offer a deep analysis of 
Android botnet URLs through 
comprehensive static analysis 

& visualization
 

✔ SMS based approach (agent, 
network topology)

✔ Machine learning (e.g. kNN, 
MLP, SVM, etc)

✔ Network Forensics
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Fig 5: Extracted Features Table 1: Overview of the extracted URLs

1645
APKs

Fig 9: Sharing same encryption keys

Fig 6: 1835 Extracted URLs Fig 7: Build-in URL vs C&C URL Fig 8:  Types of URL Relationship

Fig 10:  Sharing same set of URL Fig 11: Sharing same C&C proxy

Table 3:  Examples of Android Botnet encryption algorithm

Table 2:  Examples of Android Botnet encoding algorithm

Table 5:  Cross-check with blacklists

Table 4:  Detection based on VirusTotal

CONCLUSION
We have identified several factors that should be taken into account when 

developing techniques for Android botnet detection:

 Behavioral similarity of Android botnets. There is a significant relationship among the 

✔ botnets in terms of their resources, techniques, and configurations.

✔  Evolution of Android botnet. Android botnets become extensively sophisticated over time.

✔  Blacklisted URL. Android botnet URLs are unique and different with the traditional 

✔ botnet and other type of malware. 

Gap in understanding a nature 
of mobile botnets and its 

communication characteristics

Why Bother?

✔ We have looked at improved methods of Android botnet analysis based on 
URL analysis. 

 

Why  Android?

Studies Implication

   Findings Summary

What is Android Botnet?What is Android Botnet? What URLs tell us?

How to detect Android Botnet?

✔ Android popularity
✔ Ease of use of 

 malicious applications
✔ Lack of proper defense

 

 
✔ We have discovered that Android botnet encrypts various types of data 

(C&C servers URLs, the methods name to be invoked, and the content of 
the payload) with variety of encryption techniques.
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